PTA FLOOD RELIEF

WHEREAS, The health and welfare of all children is a prime directive of PTA; and

WHEREAS, The great flood of 1993 affected and disturbed the lives of many families in the State of Missouri, and

WHEREAS, Families are currently struggling to put their lives together and the need is immediate; and

WHEREAS, PTA units in the flood affected areas have been overwhelmed by the needs that have been thrust upon them; therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the Missouri Congress of Parents and Teachers, its units and councils, work to identify and establish a network to link those schools in need of help with the units and councils that can provide assistance; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the Missouri Congress of parents and Teachers urge its units and councils to contact units and councils affected by the 1993 flood to determine the area of assistance in which a unit and council can participate.
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